Somewhere along my journey
The doors closed on me
Looking for hope
Exhaustion set in
So many dreams to build
A thousand battles to face
Life is not the fairy tale
They say it is

(Pre-chorus)
Looking for a friend
A friend to help me out
Time flies by
And everyone wants to succeed
Looking for guidance
A hand. some help to carry on
Day Worker Center
Encouraged me to continue on

(Chorus)
More than a center. it’s a home. a home for all
Embracing everyone equally and inspiring you to carry on
More than a center. it’s a home. a home for all
Ask for a hand and they instantly offer two
It’s a blessing. more than just help
When the Center helps you. it’s heartfelt

(Pre-chorus)
Looking for a friend
Or someone to help me get by
But time flies by
And everyone wants to succeed
Looking for guidance
A hand. some help to carry on
Day Worker Center
Encouraged me to continue on

(Chorus)
And although what they do deserves more than just a song
My family and I say:
Thank you Day Worker Center family
From the bottom of our hearts